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Our Programs
Social Benefits Advocacy
The Social Benefits Advocacy Program (SBAP) helps clients with questions
or concerns about government assistance programs and services. The SBAP
team can help by providing information, advice, guidance, advocacy, referrals
and representation to people looking for help with benefits-related matters.

Immigration Law
The Immigration Law Program offers newcomers with legal advice and
assistance with immigration law related concerns. The Program assists recent
immigrants to Canada, as well as Canadian citizens and permanent residents
who need assistance reuniting with their family members overseas or ensuring
their family members remain here.

Domestic Violence Family Law
Family violence affects people from all neighborhoods, age groups, genders,
ethnic and cultural backgrounds, religions, sexual orientations, and incomes.
CLG recognizes that people experiencing family violence have unique needs
when going through the family law justice system. The family law lawyers and
social work program advocate provide legal services to people who have
experienced family violence and abuse.

Indigenous Law
Sahwoo mohkaak tsi ma taas (‘Before Being Judged’) employs a full-time
liaison/espoom taah, Indigenous lawyer, and Indigenous articling student
whose goals are to facilitate access to justice for Indigenous peoples, by
helping people understand how to use the legal system to reach their goals.
Sahwoo mohkaak tsi ma taas has recognized the barriers in the justice
system for Indigenous peoples and is guided by the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s Calls to Action, and Elders or Knowledge Keepers from
surrounding communities.

Homeless Outreach
People who are homeless or at risk of homelessness have unique legal needs.
The Homeless Outreach Program (HOP) gives legal advice and services
along with emotional support and social agency referrals through a legal and
advocate team. This includes representing people who are facing criminal
charges or being evicted.

Elder Law
CLG believes in the equality and worth of each person and recognizes that
the law can affect individuals differently as their circumstances change. In the
Elder Law Program, CLG helps older adults understand their legal rights and
empowers them to stay independent for as long as possible.
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A message from the
Executive Director
We are thankful to live and work in such a beautiful
place, and it is the First Peoples of this land who deserve
our gratitude for being the stewards and caretakers of
Moh’kinsstis (Blackfoot name for Calgary meaning “elbow”)
and surrounding areas long before we got here.

And like everywhere, 2020 has brought challenges we have never had to address
before. We have risen to meet them. We’ve done this through the work of a board
determined to lead us strategically into our best future; a staff who are amongst the
most dedicated and creative people in the City; and volunteers who never let us down
– even in some of the most chaotic and confusing times. Within one day of having
to close our doors to in person service delivery, we were taking calls, completing
intakes, and running almost daily summary advice clinics by phone. We have focused
on crafting a three year Strategic Plan that will not only use the lessons learned and
opportunities identified vis a vis a global pandemic, but will also continue to position us
as a provincial and national leader in the delivery of pro bono legal services.
Our donors, funders, and community partners have come through to support us in
continuing to address the gaps in access to justice for so many Albertans affected by

Thank you to them, and their descendants, for sharing this land with us
and for welcoming us today and so many years ago. We acknowledge the
people of the Blackfoot Confederacy including: Siksika, Tsuut’ina, Piikani,
Kainai, and the Stoney Nakoda consisting of the Chiniki, Bearspaw, and
Wesley Nations. We acknowledge the Metis Nation of Alberta, Region
3, who also call this land “home.” Thank you for keeping this place so
beautiful for us all to live together.
At Calgary Legal Guidance, like everywhere, these unprecedented times
have tested our resilience, our creativity, and our resolve to ensure we do
all we can to advance equal justice for those who need our help. While the
2019/20 fiscal year was indeed a successful one for the organization with
Marina Giacomin
Executive Director

our continued delivery of exceptional pro bono legal help to thousands of
people, it ended with what can be argued the most impactful event of our
time and has caused the beginning of our 49th year of service delivery to
look different than it ever has.
CLG has continued to act as co-chair of the Provincial Pro Bono Collective.
We remain an Approved Legal Services Provider under the Law Society of
Alberta. We have been a major partner and contributor to Calgary’s new
Indigenous Court. We launched our own Gladue writing service this past
year. And we managed to renovate our storefront client services space,
including building a Cultural Room where Elders, clients, and others can
meet to participate in ceremony, practise restorative justice, and advance
Reconciliation.

poverty, discrimination, and other barriers. You also helped us manage unanticipated
budget concerns we’ve never dealt with before! Just how many masks and bottles of
sanitizer does one little legal clinic need in a year??

Perhaps the most important thing a global pandemic has
taught us at CLG is the importance of connection. Of
doing this work together. Because if we are not in this
together, we can never really be in this to best serve
equal access to justice for those who need it most.
Thank you to the Alberta Law Foundation, who continue to provide the core funding we
need to offer our clinics and programs, and who have worked alongside us during the
first half of 2020 to learn and anticipate the changing legal needs our communities may
now face. Thank you to the Province of Alberta, Justice & Solicitor General, for helping
us to continue providing the legal support hundreds of women and children fleeing
domestic violence need to help ensure their continued safety. Thank you to the United
Way and the Law Foundation of Ontario for contributing to the Sahwoo mohkaak tsi ma
taas Indigenous access to justice program.
And thank you to each one of our volunteers, sponsors, and friends who keep
answering the call to justice for those who need it most. We get to craft a new future
for Calgary Legal Guidance and our service delivery, and we welcome you to walk
beside us every step of the way.

Our Impact: Doris’s Story
Doris* contacted the Social Benefits Advocacy Program a year
ago, seeking help with a reapplication for benefits as well as
obtaining appropriate medical documentation to satisfy the eligibility
requirements for benefits. Upon entering the program, Doris was
homeless and living on the streets.
Program staff worked in conjunction with Doris’s medical team as
well as partner agencies across the City of Calgary to gather all
necessary information for submission. It was through this assistance
by the program that Doris ultimately received approval for monthly
benefits. She is no longer homeless and can afford an apartment
on her own, finally experiencing stability and a feeling of safety.
Doris expressed she will be forever thankful to CLG for helping her
achieve this new state of independence and hope for the future.

93%

75

Of clients have a clear
path forward & understand
their legal options.

Public Legal Education
sessions were held in
Calgary and neighbouring
reserve communities.

*Client’s name has been changed.

Our Impact: Rose’s Story

Volunteer Lawyers

229

Provided summary
legal advice and public
legal education.

Clients

3,665
Attended appointments
at summary legal
clinics including onsite
and outreach

Rose* immigrated to Canada and began working with her employer
and immigration consultant, leaving her husband and child behind
in her home country. She took out a loan on her house in her home
country to pay a significant sum to the immigration consultant as per
their contract. Soon after beginning her employment Rose was not
given the working hours needed to cover basic living expenses,
contrary to the terms of her employment contract. Rose was at risk
of losing her house. She was unable to work anywhere else as
her work permit was tied to the employer and was completely
dependent on this employer for survival.
Rose accessed our Immigration Law Program at CLG to address
the exploitation by both the employer and immigration consultant.
The Immigration Lawyer was able to access a new program by
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada that allows vulnerable
workers to obtain open work permits, allowing them to leave their
current employers more easily and to file complaints. With the support
of the program in collaboration with partner agencies, Rose was
able to submit a formal complaint against the employer as well as
obtain an open work permit.
*Client’s name has been changed.
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A message from the CBA
Chapter Past-President
If it’s one thing that has marked CLG’s nearly 50-year long presence
in Calgary, it’s been CLG’s deep and abiding passion of giving a
voice to, and acting as a fierce advocate for, the most vulnerable
and marginalized amongst us.

Featured Volunteer
In October, I was delighted to receive the Alan D. Hunter Volunteer
of the year award. This is really special for me, I am humbled to
receive this award, here’s why:

Throughout its storied existence, CLG has demonstrated a commitment, at the most

I began volunteering at Calgary Legal Guidance a year after my Bar Call. Volunteering at

fundamental level, to a fair and equitable system of justice which honors and respects,

Calgary Legal Guidance was initially about learning skills. Just imagine, meeting with a

rather than condemns and silences, the voices of those that most often go unheard. CLG

client for the first time, getting them comfortable with you, asking them to divulge some

understands that people should be treated as people rather than as subjects of conflict

of the biggest struggles they are then facing, pushing them for more information where

and that showing empathy and compassion in even the tiniest gesture can foster hope

you need it, analyzing the situation, advising them in a way they can understand, and then

and healing.

sending them on their way. Oh! And there is 30 minutes to do all of this. It was a daunting
task (I highly recommend it! – Thanks to all of my clients for their incredible patience).

We can’t possibly measure the impact that CLG has had on people’s lives; that’s because
helping one person might also help a couple in distress, a family in crisis, or a community

More recently my motivation for volunteering at Calgary Legal Guidance has shifted.

in peril. It starts with giving one—just one person—a voice, seeing them for who they are

As a Family Law Lawyer, we can help people deal with some of the biggest worries in
their lives. Some examples? “When do I get to see my children? How am I going to pay

and the potential they bring, and giving them a hope for a better future that can change
Ola Malik
CBA Past President, Alberta
Chapter/Incoming CLG Chair

their world and everyone in it forever. And that, as you well know, means everything.
We’ll never quite know how many people’s lives were made better because of CLG, its
amazing staff, lawyers and volunteers. But we know one thing for sure – CLG is the pride

Brett Shikaze
HMC Lawyers
Volunteer of the Year

my mortgage next month? Where am I going to sleep next week? How will I finalize my
divorce? When can I start dating again - Is that okay?”

of our community and for good reason – CLG has inspired us all to tune in, stay engaged,

Answering these kinds of questions is tough, but the difficulty compounds when one does

and make a difference.

not know where to turn for help or even where to start looking.

In 2020, the CLG Board developed its new strategic plan for 2020-2023 and completed

Many of us have faced similar situations. Situations that in the moment seemed

a comprehensive governance review. This work has been instrumental in positioning

insurmountable. Remember how that felt? Head hung low, shoulders hunched… rough.

the Board to meet the challenges faced by marginalized and vulnerable populations
in a (post) COVID world, provide a more focused emphasis on integrating Indigenous

Now imagine, that you had the ability to help someone start to turn that around, in just 30

perspectives in all aspects of CLG’s programing, and ensure that CLG’s Board and staff

minutes. Not solve the problem necessarily, but at least point them in the right direction

are appropriately trauma informed. The CLG Board will continue to foster diversity on its

and give them an idea on where to find a solution.

Board and various committees, support all aspects CLG’s work, its staff and volunteers,
and work with existing funders while exploring alternative funding sources to ensure that

At CLG we have that ability. It can be incredible to see the fog lift a little for someone,

CLG can continue its important work in this challenging environment.

see their shoulders relax just a bit, see them hold their head slightly higher – even for a
moment.

On behalf of the Board, let me express my deep appreciation for all that you do to
support CLG. Whether its through your donations, hours spent volunteering, or getting

Empowering lives through law. Humbling and fulfilling in the most indescribable of ways.

to know the work that CLG and its amazing staff do, your continued interest and support
matters, now more than ever.
Thank You.

Thanks CLG for this award, and for all that you do!

Indigenous Peoples make up around 5% of
the Canadian population but represent 30% of
Canadians in federal custody. [1]
Research shows that historical or
intergenerational trauma suffered by
Indigenous Peoples of Canada has and
will continue to lead to generations of
people struggling with knowing and
claiming their place, voice, and unique
identity in our colonial environment. [2]
Legal services for Indigenous Peoples are
best delivered in a culturally and historically
informed context, and by Indigenous staff. [3]

10%

41%

Of individuals accessing
follow-up services
through CLG identified
as Indigenous.

Of those accessing ID
clinics identified as
Indigenous, including
those on reserve.

[1] Office of the Correctional Investigator. (2020, 01 21). Indigenous People in Federal Custody Surpasses 30%, Correctional Investigator Issues
Statement and Challenge. Retrieved from Government of Canada: https://www.oci-bec.gc.ca/cnt/comm/press/press20200121-eng.aspx
[2] City of Calgary. (n.d.). Siim ohksin: Wahkotiwin: Approaches towards crime prevrntion among Indigenous people. Calgary: City of Calgary.
[3] Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study. (2010). Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study: Main Report. Toronto: Environics Institute

Our Impact: Nicole’s Story
Nicole* is a 53-year-old mother of two who came to CLG looking
for help with her impaired driving charges. Nicole is a residential
school survivor who has struggled with unemployment, mental
health concerns and addiction.
As an urban Indigenous woman, Nicole became connected to
organizations to build relationships and strengthen her own culture. She
met with the Sahwoo mohkaak tsi ma taas team at the program’s at
the program’s Calgary Indigenous (or native) Friendship Centre’s clinic.
Because no one at Calgary Legal Guidance specializes in impaired
charges, which are very technical, our first approach was to refer the
client to Student Legal Assistance for help. While we were waiting for
her to be able to meet with someone at SLA the Indigenous Lawyer
appeared at court for the client as agent. Nicole is a strong selfadvocate but was very nervous and the program felt they would support
her within the scope of programming.
After appearing at court with the client a couple of times, and ordering
disclosure for her, the program decided to take Nicole on as an open
file. Through the Calgary Indigenous Court, the program was able to
support Nicole in creating a healing plan. From the very beginning the
client wanted to take responsibility for her actions but wanted to avoid
getting a criminal record which would impact her future employment
opportunities. Nicole has been sober since the day she was arrested
and will be connecting with an Elder to help her on the right path.
The Crown prosecutor in the Indigenous courtroom has agreed to
withdraw her charges once she shows some significant success on
her healing path, which will involve giving back to the community and
counselling, among other tasks. As a result of the strong partnership
between CLG and the Calgary Indigenous Court, the Indigenous Lawyer
was connected with a client in need who has benefited greatly from the
services in the program.
*Client’s name has been changed.
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Treasurer’s Report
2019 / 2020
As of CLG’s fiscal year-end on March 31, 2020, the
organization had not experienced any reportable affect from
the challenges being faced by our world and local economies.
In accordance with our prudent investment policy, the value of our
investments (and resulting income) had not declined. Funding, grants and
other sources of income remained consistent with expectations.
Overall, fiscal 2020 revenue increased to $3.8 million (prior year total: $3.4
million); revenue that was mainly comprised of funding from the Alberta Law
Foundation (73%), City of Calgary FCSS (11%), Solicitor General Victims of
Crime Fund (5%), the United Way (2%), and the Law Society of Alberta (2%).
F2020 expenses were approximately in-line with revenue at $3.8 million; the
organization finished the fiscal year with a slight deficit of less than $3,000.
The organization’s balance sheet remains sound, with liquid assets in excess
of $0.8 million.
Looking forward to fiscal 2021, CLG, as with other similar organizations, will
inherently face a level of uncertainty that it has not in the past. While we
Dean Das
Treasurer

continue to monitor the organization’s financial results for any impact from
the novel COVID-19 virus, at this time, it is not possible to know with certainty
what the ultimate magnitude of the financial effect on the organization will be,
if any.
The organization continues to focus its efforts on further diversifying its
sources of funding, and in doing so, expanding and/or enhancing existing
services - none of which would be possible without the continued support
of the organization’s largest funder, the Alberta Law Foundation. As an
organization, we are grateful for the continued support of our funders and
donors. We are extremely fortunate for their loyalty. We express our sincerest
gratitude to all of our highly committed volunteers.
It is our firm belief that without the collective efforts of each and every one of
you, we would not be able to achieve our mission of providing access to legal
assistance and information to disadvantaged persons.

Financial Statement
income and expenditures
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Our Event Sponsors

Our Funders & Donors

On September 28th, 2019 CLG held its 4th Annual
Advice-A-Thon. This event is intended to advance access
to justice for people who can’t afford the services of a
lawyer and don’t qualify for Legal Aid.

We extend heartfelt thanks to the many generous
funders & donors who supported our work in
2019 - 2020.
FUNDERS

The event ran from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm and saw over 75 people receive
free legal advice and numerous people received free statutory declaration
identification. Over 50 volunteers assisted in preparation and volunteered for
the event. Over $21,000.00 was raised.
Thank you to the following sponsors and donors!

City of Calgary Family and Community
Support Services (FCSS)

SPONSORS

City of Calgary Crime Prevention
Investment Plan (CPIP)

Gold

Silver
Vogel LLP
Carscallen LLP
Blakes, Cassels & Graydon LLP
Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP

Bronze

Table

Cuming & Gillespie

Spier Harben Barristers & Solicitors

Jensen Shawa Solomon Duguid
Hawkes LLP

DONORS

Carbert Waite LLP

Beth Younggren

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP

Philip Zachariah

Thornborough Smeltz LLP

Dean Das

TingleMerrett LLP

Ola Malik

Bennett Jones LLP

Lisa Silver
Widdowson Kachur Ostwald Menzies LLP

Government of Alberta Solicitor
General Victims of Crime Fund (VOCF)

DONORS
C.S. Anderson
Anonymous
Janice Ashcroft
Abram Averbach
Marija Bicanic
Rosie Bruinsma
BulletProof InfoTech
Catrina Coe
Corina Dario
Dean Das
Colin Davis
De Novo Inc.
Nancy Dilts
Kristine M. Eidsvik
Ajmal Faiz Mohammad
Cameron Ferbey
David Gates
Gowling WLG (James Peacock)
Robert Hall

Karen Horner
Elizabeth Hughes
Sandra L. Hunt-McDonald
Craig & Donna Jones
Margaret Keelaghan
Colleen L. Kenny
C.A. Kent
Alan Macleod
Bryan Mahoney
Ola Malik
Lori Mattis
John T. McCarthy
David Miksha
Bruce A Millar
Robert O. Millard
D. Blair Nixon
Richard Neufeld & Judy Harrigan
Lyann Ordenes
Carolyn Phillips

Barbara Romaine
John Rooke
Lisa Silver
William & Sandra Tilleman
Lauren Warrack
Earl & Meran Wilson
Beth Younggren
Phillip Zachariah
Marilyn Gilmour
Jayne Marie Amos
Lucinda Wong
John Cuthbertson
Pam Bell
Lopa Rodic
Francis Maloney
Renale Cubla
Melanie Wowk
Marina Giacomin
Cumming & Gillespie LLP
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